The students of the 2018-2020 batch went to the industrial tour to Bangalore, Mysore, Ooty, Coimbatore from 22-07-2019 to 28-07-2019. They visited following industries during the industrial tour.

1. UNIBIC COOKIES FACTORY - BANGALORE
2. KARNATAKA SANDALWOOD OIL DIVISION - MYSORE
3. KSIC SILK WEAVING FACTORY - MYSORE
4. BENCHMARK TEA AND CHOCOLATE FACTORY - OOTY
5. NILGIRIS EUCALYPTUS OIL MANUFACTURING UNIT - OOTY
6. RETAW PUMPS AND RESEARCH CENTER - COIMBATORE

MBA STAFF AND STUDENTS WITH UNIBIC FACTORY OFFICIAL Mr. SANATH - HEAD QUALITY AND AUDIT - BANGALORE

MBA STAFF WITH THE OFFICIAL - Mr. SANATH, HEAD CONTROL AND AUDIT - UNIBIC COOKIES FACTORY - BANGALORE
MBA STAFF WITH THE OFFICIAL Mr.MANI, GUIDE -SANDALWOOD OIL DIVISION -MYSORE
MBA STAFF AND STUDENTS WITH THE OFFICIAL - Mr. MANI, GUIDE - SANDALWOOD OIL DIVISION, MYSORE
MBA STAFF AND STUDENTS AT MYSORE SILK WEAVING FACTORY AND MAIN SHOWROOM - MYSORE
MBA STUDENTS AND STAFF AT BENCHMARK TEA AND CHOCOLATE FACTORY-ooty
BENCHMARK TEA AND CHOCOLATE FACTORY OFFICIALS INTERACTION WITH THE STUDENTS
STAFF AND STUDENTS AT NILGIRI EUCALYPTUS OIL MANUFACTURING UNIT-OOTY
STUDENTS AND STAFF WITH THE OFFICIALS OF RETAW PUMPS AND MOTORS, RESEARCH CENTER - COIMBATORE

STAFF AND STUDENTS INTERACTION WITH THE OFFICIALS OF RETAW MOTORS AND PUMPS - COIMBATORE
STUDENTS AND STAFF AT BOTANICAL GARDEN-OOTY